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Abstract—Several information measures such as entropy, mu-
tual information, and f -information have been shown to be suc-
cessful for selecting a set of relevant and nonredundant genes from
a high-dimensional microarray data set. However, for continuous
gene expression values, it is very difficult to find the true density
functions and to perform the integrations required to compute
different information measures. In this regard, the concept of the
fuzzy equivalence partition matrix is presented to approximate
the true marginal and joint distributions of continuous gene ex-
pression values. The fuzzy equivalence partition matrix is based
on the theory of fuzzy–rough sets, where each row of the matrix
represents a fuzzy equivalence partition that can automatically be
derived from the given expression values. The performance of the
proposed approach is compared with that of existing approaches
using the class separability index and the predictive accuracy of
the support vector machine. An important finding, however, is
that the proposed approach is shown to be effective for selecting
relevant and nonredundant continuous-valued genes from micro-
array data.

Index Terms—Classification, gene selection, information mea-
sures, microarray analysis, rough sets.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE RECENT advancement and wide use of high-
throughput technology are producing an explosion in

using gene expression phenotype for identification and classifi-
cation in a variety of diagnostic areas. An important application
of gene expression data in functional genomics is to classify
samples according to their gene expression profiles [1].

In most gene expression data, the number of training samples
is very small compared to the large number of genes involved
in the experiments. However, among the large amount of genes,
only a small fraction is effective for performing a certain task.
Furthermore, a small subset of genes is desirable in developing
gene-expression-based diagnostic tools for delivering precise,
reliable, and interpretable results. With the gene selection re-
sults, the cost of biological experiment and decision can be
greatly reduced by analyzing only the marker genes. Hence,
identifying a reduced set of the most relevant genes is the goal
of gene selection [1].

In the gene selection process, an optimal gene subset is al-
ways relative to a certain criterion. In general, different criteria
may lead to different optimal gene subsets. In this regard, sev-
eral information measures such as entropy, mutual information
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[2], [3], and f -information [4] have successfully been used in
selecting a set of relevant and nonredundant genes from a
microarray data set.

However, for real-valued gene expression data, the estima-
tion of different information measures is a difficult task as
it requires knowledge on the underlying probability density
functions of the data and the integration on these functions.
In general, the continuous expression values are divided into
several discrete partitions, and the information measures are
calculated using the definitions for discrete cases [2], [4]. The
inherent error that exists in the discretization process is of major
concern in the computation of information measures of continu-
ous gene expression values. In [3] and [5], histograms are used
to estimate the true density functions, and the computational
difficulty of performing integration can be circumvented in a
very efficient way. However, the histogram-based approaches
are only applicable to relatively low-dimensional data as the
sparse data distribution encountered in a high-dimensional data
set may greatly degrade the reliability of histograms [6], [7].

Rough-set theory [8] is a new paradigm to deal with uncer-
tainty, vagueness, and incompleteness. It has been applied to
fuzzy rule extraction, reasoning with uncertainty, fuzzy model-
ing, feature selection, and so forth [9], [10]. It is proposed for
indiscernibility in classification according to some similarity
[8]. In [11], Hu et al. have used the concept of the crisp
equivalence relation of rough sets to compute entropy and
mutual information in crisp approximation spaces that can be
used for feature selection of discrete-valued data sets. However,
there are usually real-valued data and fuzzy information in
real-world applications. Combining fuzzy sets and rough sets
provides an important direction in reasoning with uncertainty
for real-valued data sets [9], [12]. Both fuzzy sets and rough
sets provide a mathematical framework to capture uncertainties
associated with the data [12]. They are complementary in
some aspects. The generalized theories of rough–fuzzy sets
and fuzzy–rough sets have successfully been applied to feature
selection of real-valued data [9], mining stock price, vocabulary
for information retrieval, fuzzy decision rule extraction, rough–
fuzzy clustering, and so forth [10], [13]. In [11], Hu et al.
have also used the concept of the fuzzy equivalence relation
matrix of fuzzy–rough sets to compute the entropy and mutual
information in fuzzy approximation spaces, which can be used
for feature selection from real-valued data sets. However, many
useful information measures such as several f -information
measures cannot be computed from the fuzzy equivalence rela-
tion matrix [11] as it does not provide a way to directly compute
marginal and joint distributions. Furthermore, the fuzzy–rough-
set-based feature selection methods proposed in [9] and [11]
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select the relevant or predictive features of a data set without
considering the redundancy among them.

In this paper, a new concept of the fuzzy equivalence partition
matrix (FEPM) is introduced for computing different infor-
mation measures on fuzzy approximation spaces. Each row
of the matrix represents a fuzzy equivalence partition, which
offers an efficient way to estimate the true density functions of
continuous-valued gene expression data required for computing
different information measures. A subset of genes from the
whole gene set is selected by maximizing the relevance and
minimizing the redundancy of the selected genes. The relevance
and redundancy of the genes are calculated using several in-
formation measures on fuzzy approximation spaces based on
the concept of the FEPM. The effectiveness of the proposed
method, along with a comparison with existing methods, is
demonstrated on a set of microarray data sets.

The structure of the rest of this paper is described as follows.
Section II briefly introduces the necessary notions of rough sets
and fuzzy–rough sets. In Section III, the formulas of Shannon’s
entropy are introduced for fuzzy approximation spaces with
a new concept of the FEPM, along with several information
measures. The proposed gene selection method based on infor-
mation measures for fuzzy approximation spaces is presented in
Section IV. A few case studies and a comparison with existing
methods are reported in Section V. Concluding remarks are
given in Section VI.

II. ROUGH SETS AND FUZZY–ROUGH SETS

In this section, the basic notions in the theories of rough sets
and fuzzy–rough sets are reported.

A. Rough Sets

The theory of rough sets begins with the notion of an approx-
imation space, which is a pair 〈U, A〉, where U is a nonempty
set (the universe of discourse), i.e., U = {x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn},
and A is a family of attributes, also called knowledge in the
universe. V is the value domain of A, and f̂ is an informa-
tion function f̂ : U× A→ V . An approximation space is also
called an information system [8].

Any subset P of knowledge A defines an equivalence (also
called indiscernibility) relation IND(P) on U

IND(P)=
{

(xi, xj) ∈ U× U| ∀a ∈ P, f̂a(xi) = f̂a(xj)
}

.

If (xi, xj) ∈ IND(P), then xi and xj are indiscernible by
attributes from P. The partition of U generated by IND(P) is
denoted as

U/IND(P) = {[xi]P : xi ∈ U} (1)

where [xi]P is the equivalence class containing xi. The ele-
ments in [xi]P are indiscernible or equivalent with respect to
knowledge P. Equivalence classes, also termed as information
granules, are used to characterize arbitrary subsets of U. The
equivalence classes of IND(P) and the empty set ∅ are the
elementary sets in the approximation space 〈U, A〉.

Given an arbitrary set X ⊆ U, in general, it may not
be possible to precisely describe X in 〈U, A〉. One may
characterize X by a pair of lower and upper approximations
defined as follows [8]:

P(X) =
⋃
{[xi]P | [xi]P ⊆ X}

P(X) =
⋃
{[xi]P | [xi]P ∩X 
= ∅} .

That is, the lower approximation P(X) is the union of
all the elementary sets that are subsets of X , and the upper
approximation P(X) is the union of all the elementary sets that
have a nonempty intersection with X . The tuple 〈P(X), P(X)〉
is the representation of an ordinary set X in the approximation
space 〈U, A〉 or is simply called the rough set of X . The
lower (respectively, upper) approximation P(X) (respectively,
P(X)) is interpreted as the collection of those elements of U

that definitely (respectively, possibly) belong to X . The lower
approximation is also sometimes called the positive region,
denoted as POSP(X). A set X is said to be definable (or
exact) in 〈U, A〉 if and only if P(X) = P(X). Otherwise, X
is indefinable and termed as a rough set. BNP(X) = P(X) \
P(X) is called a boundary set.

B. Fuzzy–Rough Sets

A crisp equivalence relation induces a crisp partition of the
universe and generates a family of crisp equivalence classes.
Correspondingly, a fuzzy equivalence relation generates a fuzzy
partition of the universe and a series of fuzzy equivalence
classes, which are also called fuzzy knowledge granules [9],
[12]. This means that the decision attributes and the condition
attributes may all be fuzzy.

Let 〈U, A〉 represent a fuzzy approximation space and X be
a fuzzy subset of U. The fuzzy P-lower and P-upper approxi-
mations are then defined as follows [12]:

μPX(Fi) = inf
x
{max {(1−μFi

(x)) , μX(x)}} , ∀I (2)

μ
PX(Fi) = sup

x
{min {μFi

(x), μx(x)}} , ∀i (3)

where Fi represents a fuzzy equivalence class belonging to
U/P, and μX(x) represents the membership of x in X . Note
that, although the universe of discourse in feature selection is
finite, this is not the case in general, hence the use of sup and
inf. These definitions diverge a little from the crisp upper and
lower approximations, as the memberships of individual objects
to the approximations are not explicitly available. As a result of
this, the fuzzy lower and upper approximations can be defined
as [9]

μPX(x) = sup
Fi∈U/P

min
{
μFi

(x), μPX(Fi)
}

(4)

μ
PX(x) = sup

Fi∈U/P

min
{
μFi

(x), μ
PX(Fi)

}
. (5)

The tuple 〈PX, PX〉 is called a fuzzy–rough set. This defin-
ition degenerates to traditional rough sets when all equivalence
classes are crisp.
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III. FEPM

Shannon’s information entropy works in the case where a
crisp equivalence relation or a partition is defined, that is, it is
suitable for Pawlak’s approximation space [11]. In this section,
a new formula to compute Shannon’s entropy with a FEPM is
presented that will be used to measure information on fuzzy
approximation spaces.

A. Entropy on Fuzzy Approximation Spaces

Given a finite set U, A is a fuzzy attribute set in U, which
generates a fuzzy equivalence partition on U. If c denotes the
number of fuzzy equivalence classes generated by the fuzzy
equivalence relation and n is the number of objects in U, then
the c partitions of U are sets of (cn) values {mA

ij} that can
conveniently be arrayed as a (c× n) matrix MA = [mA

ij ]. The
matrix MA is termed as the FEPM and is denoted by

MA =

⎛
⎜⎝

mA
11 mA

12 · · · mA
1n

mA
21 mA

22 · · · mA
2n

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
mA

c1 mA
c2 · · · mA

cn

⎞
⎟⎠ (6)

subject to
∑c

i=1 mA
ij = 1, ∀j, and for any value of i, if

k = arg max
j

{
mA

ij

}
, then max

j

{
mA

ij

}
= max

l

{
mA

lk

}
> 0

where mA
ij ∈ [0, 1] represents the membership of object xj in

the ith fuzzy equivalence partition or class Fi. The aforemen-
tioned axioms should hold for every fuzzy equivalence parti-
tion, which correspond to the requirement that an equivalence
class is nonempty. Obviously, this definition degenerates to the
normal definition of equivalence classes when the equivalence
relation is nonfuzzy.

A c× n FEPM MA represents the c fuzzy equivalence parti-
tions of the universe generated by a fuzzy equivalence relation.
Each row of the matrix MA is a fuzzy equivalence partition or
class. The ith fuzzy equivalence partition is therefore given by

Fi =
{
mA

i1/x1 + mA
i2/x2 + · · ·+ mA

in/xn

}
. (7)

As to a fuzzy partition induced by a fuzzy equivalence
relation, the equivalence class is a fuzzy set. “+” means the
operator of union in this case. The cardinality of the fuzzy set
Fi can be calculated with

|Fi| =
n∑

j=1

mA
ij (8)

which appears to be a natural generalization of the crisp set.
The information quantity of a fuzzy attribute set A or fuzzy
equivalence partition is then defined as

H(A) = −
c∑

i=1

λFi
log λFi

(9)

where λFi
= (|Fi|/n), called a fuzzy relative frequency, and c

is the number of fuzzy equivalence partitions or classes. The

measure H(A) has the same form as the Shannon’s entropy.
The information quantity or the entropy value monotonously
increases with the discernibility power of the fuzzy attributes.
Combining (8) and (9), the form of Shannon’s entropy, in terms
of the FEPM, on fuzzy approximation spaces is given by

H(A) = −
c∑

i=1

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

mA
ik

]
log

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

mA
ik

]
. (10)

B. Mutual Information on Fuzzy Approximation Spaces

Given 〈U, A〉, P and Q are two subsets of A. The information
quantity corresponding to P and Q are given by

H(P) = −
p∑

i=1

λPi
log λPi

H(Q) = −
q∑

j=1

λQj
log λQj

where p and q are the numbers of fuzzy equivalence partitions
or classes generated by the fuzzy attribute sets P and Q,
respectively, and Pi and Qj represent the corresponding ith and
jth fuzzy equivalence partitions. The joint entropy of P and Q

can be defined as follows:

H(PQ) = −
r∑

k=1

λRk
log λRk

(11)

where r is the number of resultant fuzzy equivalence partitions,
Rk is the corresponding kth equivalence partition, and λRk

is
the joint frequency of Pi and Qj , which is given by

λRk
= λPiQj

=
|Pi ∩Qj |

n
, where k = (i− 1)q + j.

(12)

In other words, the joint frequency λRk
can be calculated

from the r × n FEPM MPQ, where

MPQ = MP ∩MQ mPQ
kl = mP

il ∩mQ
jl. (13)

Hence, the mutual information between two fuzzy attribute
sets P and Q is given by

I(PQ) = H(P) + H(Q)−H(PQ). (14)

Combining (8), (13), and (14), the mutual information be-
tween two fuzzy attribute sets P and Q, in terms of the FEPM,
can be represented as

I(P, Q) = −
p∑

i=1

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

mP
ik

]
log

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

mP
ik

]

−
q∑

j=1

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

mQ
jk

]
log

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

mQ
jk

]

+
p∑

i=1

q∑
j=1

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
mP

ik ∩mQ
jk

)]

× log

[
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
mP

ik ∩mQ
jk

)]
. (15)
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C. Other Information Measures

In this paper, two frequently used information measures, i.e.,
V -information and χ2-information, are also reported for fuzzy
approximation spaces based on the concept of the FEPM.

1) V -Information: In fuzzy approximation spaces, one of
the simplest measures of dependence can be obtained using the
function V = |x− 1|, which results in the V -information

V (R‖P ×Q) =
∑
i,j,k

|λRk
− λPi

λQj
| (16)

where P = {λPi
|i = 1, 2, . . . , p}, Q = {λQj

|j = 1, 2, . . . , q},
and R = {λRk

|k = 1, 2, . . . , r} represent two marginal fre-
quency distributions and their joint frequency distribution, re-
spectively. That is, the V -information calculates the absolute
distance between the joint frequency of two fuzzy variables and
their marginal frequencies’ product.

Combining (8), (13), and (16), the V -information between
two fuzzy attribute sets P and Q, in terms of the FEPM, can be
represented by

V (P, Q)=
∑
i,j

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
mP

ik ∩mQ
jk

)
− 1

n2

n∑
k=1

mP
ik

n∑
k=1

mQ
jk

∣∣∣∣∣ .

2) χ2-Information: The χ2-information measure on fuzzy
approximation spaces can be defined as follows:

χ2(R‖P ×Q) =
∑
i,j,k

|λRk
− λPi

λQj
|

(λPi
λQj

)

2

. (17)

Combining (8), (13), and (17), the χ2-information between two
fuzzy attribute sets P and Q, in terms of the FEPM, can be
represented by

χ2(P, Q)=
∑
i,j

∣∣∣∣ 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
mP

ik ∩mQ
jk

)
− 1

n2

n∑
k=1

mP
ik

n∑
k=1

mQ
jk

∣∣∣∣
1

n2

n∑
k=1

mP
ik

n∑
k=1

mQ
jk

2

.

3) Comment: In this context, it should be noted that
Hu et al. have introduced the concept of the n× n fuzzy
equivalence relation matrix in [11] to compute the entropy and
mutual information in fuzzy approximation spaces. However,
this matrix does not provide a way to directly compute marginal
and joint distributions. In effect, many useful information mea-
sures cannot be computed from the fuzzy equivalence relation
matrix [11]. Furthermore, the complexity of this approach is
O(n2), which is higher than O(cn) of the proposed approach
as c� n.

IV. PROPOSED GENE SELECTION METHOD

In microarray data analysis, the data set may contain a
number of redundant genes with low relevance to the classes.
The presence of such redundant and nonrelevant genes leads
to a reduction in the useful information. Ideally, the selected
genes should have high relevance with the classes while the re-
dundancy among them would be as low as possible. The genes

with high relevance are expected to be able to predict the classes
of the samples. However, the prediction capability is reduced
if many redundant genes are selected. In contrast, a microarray
data set that contains genes that are not only with high relevance
with respect to the classes but also with low mutual redundancy
is more effective in its prediction capability. Hence, to assess
the effectiveness of the genes, both relevance and redundancy
need to be quantitatively measured. An information-measure-
based gene selection method is presented here to address this
problem.

A. Gene Selection Using Information Measures

Let G = {G1, . . . , Gi, . . . , Gj , . . . , Gd} denote the set of
genes or fuzzy condition attributes of a given microarray data
set and S be the set of selected genes. Define f̃(Gi, D) as the
relevance of gene Gi (fuzzy condition attribute) with respect
to class D (fuzzy decision attribute) and f̃(Gi, Gj) as the
redundancy between two genes Gi and Gj (fuzzy condition
attributes). The total relevance of all selected genes is therefore
given by

Jrelev =
∑
Gi∈S

f̃(Gi, D) (18)

while the total redundancy among the selected genes is

Jredun =
∑

Gi,Gj∈S

f̃(Gi, Gj). (19)

Therefore, the problem of selecting a set S of nonredundant
and relevant genes from the whole set of genes G (condition
attributes) is equivalent to maximizing Jrelev and minimizing
Jredun, that is, to maximize the objective function J , where

J = Jrelev − Jredun =
∑

i

f̃(Gi, D)−
∑
i,j

f̃(Gi, Gj). (20)

The aforementioned gene selection problem is solved using
the following greedy algorithm:

1) Initialize G← {G1, . . . , Gi, . . . , Gj , . . . , Gd}, S← ∅.
2) Generate FEPM MGi

for each gene Gi ∈ G.
3) Calculate the relevance f̃(Gi, D) of each gene Gi ∈ G.
4) Select gene Gi as the first gene that has the highest

relevance f̃(Gi, D). In effect, Gi ∈ S, and G = G \Gi.
5) Generate resultant FEPM MGiGj

between selected gene
Gi of S and each of the remaining genes Gj of G.

6) Calculate the redundancy f̃(Gi, Gj) between selected
genes of S and each of the remaining genes of G.

7) From the remaining genes of G, select gene Gj that
maximizes

f̃(Gj , D)− 1
|S|

∑
Gi∈S

f̃(Gi, Gj).

As a result of that, Gj ∈ S, and G = G \Gj .
8) Repeat the aforementioned three steps until the desired

number of genes are selected.
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Both the relevance f̃(Gi, D) of a gene Gi (fuzzy condition
attribute) with respect to the class labels D (fuzzy decision
attribute) and the redundancy f̃(Gi, Gj) between two genes Gi

and Gj (fuzzy condition attributes) can be calculated using any
one of the information measures on fuzzy approximation spaces
reported earlier.

B. Fuzzy Equivalence Classes

In the proposed gene selection method, the π function in
the 1-D form is used to assign membership values to different
fuzzy equivalence classes for the input genes. A fuzzy set with
membership function π(x; c̄, σ) [14] represents a set of points
clustered around c̄, where

π(x; c̄, σ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2
(
1− ‖x−c̄‖

σ

)2

, for σ
2 ≤ ‖x− c̄‖ ≤ σ

1− 2
(
‖x−c̄‖

σ

)2

, for 0 ≤ ‖x− c̄‖ ≤ σ
2

0, otherwise

(21)

where σ > 0 is the radius of the π function with c̄ as the central
point, and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. When pattern x
lies at the central point c̄ of a class, then ‖x− c̄‖ = 0 and
its membership value is maximum, that is, π(c̄; c̄, σ) = 1. The
membership value of a point decreases as its distance from the
central point c̄, that is, ‖x− c̄‖, increases. When ‖x− c̄‖ =
(σ/2), the membership value of x is 0.5, and this is called a
crossover point [14].

Each input real-valued gene in quantitative form can be
assigned to different fuzzy equivalence classes in terms of
membership values using the π fuzzy set with appropriate c̄
and σ. The centers and radii of the π functions along each gene
axis are automatically determined from the distribution of the
training patterns.

1) Computation of Parameters of the π Function: Parame-
ters c̄ and σ of each π fuzzy set are computed according to the
following procedure [14]. Let m̄i be the mean of the objects
x = {x1, . . . , xj , . . . , xn} along the ith gene Gi. Then, m̄il

and m̄ih
are defined as the mean (along the ith gene) of the

objects having coordinate values in the range [Gimin , m̄i) and
(m̄i, Gimax ], respectively, where Gimax and Gimin denote the
upper and lower bounds of the dynamic range of gene Gi for
the training set. For three fuzzy sets (low, medium, and high),
the centers and corresponding radii are defined as follows:

c̄low(Gi) = m̄il
c̄medium(Gi) = m̄i c̄high(Gi) = m̄ih

(22)

σlow(Gi) = 2 (c̄medium(Gi)− c̄low(Gi))

σhigh(Gi) = 2(c̄high (Gi)− c̄medium(Gi))

σmedium(Gi) = η × A
B

(23)

where

A = {σlow(Gi) (Gimax − cmedium(Gi)) + σhigh(Gi)

× (cmedium(Gi)−Gimin)} ;

B = {Gimax −Gimin}

where η is a multiplicative parameter controlling the extent of
the overlapping. The distribution of the patterns along each
gene axis is taken into account, while computing the corre-
sponding centers and radii of the fuzzy sets. Furthermore, the
amount of overlap between three fuzzy sets can be different
along a different axis, depending on the distribution of patterns.

2) Generation of the FEPM: The c× n FEPM MGi
, corre-

sponding to the ith gene Gi, can be calculated from the c fuzzy
equivalence classes of the objects x = {x1, . . . , xj , . . . , xn},
where

mGi

kj =
π(xj ; c̄k, σk)
c∑

l=1

π(xj ; c̄l, σl)
. (24)

Corresponding to three fuzzy sets, i.e., low, medium, and
high (c = 3), the following relations hold:

c̄1 = c̄low(Gi) c̄2 = c̄medium(Gi) c̄3 = c̄high(Gi)

σ1 =σlow(Gi) σ2 = σmedium(Gi) σ3 = σhigh(Gi).

In effect, each position mGi

kj of the FEPM MGi
must satisfy

the following conditions:

mGi

kj ∈ [0, 1];
c∑

k=1

mGi

kj = 1,∀j, and for any value of k, if

s=arg max
j

{
mGi

kj

}
, then max

j

{
mGi

kj

}
=max

l

{
mGi

ls

}
>0.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the proposed FEPM-based density ap-
proximation approach is extensively compared with that of
two existing methods: 1) the discretization-based approach
(discrete) [2], [4] and 2) the Parzen-window-based approach
(Parzen) [5]. Results are reported with respect to three
widely used information measures, i.e., mutual information,
V -information, and χ2-information. All these measures are
applied to calculate both gene–class relevance and gene–gene
redundancy. To analyze the performance of the proposed and
existing methods, the experimentation is done on five microar-
ray gene expression data sets. The major metrics for evaluating
the performance of different methods are the class separability
index [15] and the classification accuracy of the support vector
machine (SVM) [16].

A. Gene Expression Data Sets

In this paper, three publicly available cancer and two publicly
available arthritis data sets are used. Since binary classification
is a typical and fundamental issue in the diagnostic and prog-
nostic prediction of cancer and arthritis, different methods are
compared using the following five binary class data sets.

1) Breast Cancer: The breast cancer data set contains ex-
pression levels of 7129 genes in 49 breast tumor samples [17].
The samples are classified according to their estrogen recep-
tor (ER) status: 25 samples are ER positive, while the other
24 samples are ER negative.
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Fig. 1. Variation of the class separability index with respect to multiplicative parameter η for the breast cancer data set. (a) Within-class scatter matrix.
(b) Between-class scatter matrix. (c) Class separability index.

2) Leukemia: It is an affymetrix high-density oligonu-
cleotide array that contains 7070 genes and 72 samples from
two classes of leukemia: 47 acute lymphoblastic leukemia and
25 acute myeloid leukemia [1].

3) Colon Cancer: The colon cancer data set contains ex-
pression levels of 40 tumor and 22 normal colon tissues. Only
the 2000 genes with the highest minimal intensity were selected
in [18].

4) RAOA: The rheumatoid arthritis versus osteoarthritis
(RAOA) data set consists of gene expression profiles of
30 patients: 21 with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and 9 with
osteoarthritis [19]. The Cy5-labeled experimental cDNA and
the Cy3-labeled common reference sample were pooled and
hybridized to the lymphochips containing∼18 000 cDNA spots
representing genes of relevance in immunology [19].

5) RAHC: The RA versus healthy controls (RAHC) data
set consists of gene expression profiling of peripheral blood
cells from 32 patients with RA, 3 patients with probable
RA, and 15 age- and sex-matched healthy controls performed
on microarrays with a complexity of ∼26 000 unique genes
(43 000 elements) [20].

B. Class Prediction Methods

The following two quantitative indices are used to evaluate
the performance of different methods.

1) Class Separability Index: The class separability index S
[15] of a data set is defined as S = trace(S−1

b Sw), where Sw

is the within-class scatter matrix, and Sb is the between-class
scatter matrix, defined as follows:

Sw =
C∑

j=1

pjE
{
(X−μj)(X−μj)T |cj

}
=

C∑
j=1

pjΣj

Sb =
C∑

j=1

(μj−M0)(μj−M0)T , M0 =E{X}=
C∑

j=1

pjμj

where C is the number of classes, pj is the a priori probability
that a pattern belongs to class cj , X is a feature vector, M0

is the sample mean vector for the entire data points, μj is the
sample mean vector of class cj , Σj is the sample covariance

matrix of class cj , and E{·} is the expectation operator. A lower
value of the separability criteria ensures that the classes are well
separated by their scatter means.

2) SVM: The SVM [16] is a new and promising classifi-
cation method. It is a margin classifier that draws an optimal
hyperplane in the feature vector space; this defines a boundary
that maximizes the margin between data samples in different
classes, therefore leading to good generalization properties. A
key factor in the SVM is to use kernels to construct a nonlinear
decision boundary. In this paper, linear kernels are used.

C. Performance Analysis of the FEPM

η is a multiplicative parameter controlling the extent of
overlapping between low and medium fuzzy sets or medium
and high fuzzy sets. Keeping the values of σlow and σhigh fixed,
the amount of overlapping among the three π functions can
be altered by varying σmedium. As η is decreased, the radius
σmedium decreases around c̄medium such that, ultimately, there
is insignificant overlapping between the low and medium π
functions or medium and high π functions. This implies that
certain regions along the ith gene axis Gi go underrepresented
such that the three membership values corresponding to the
three fuzzy sets, i.e., low, medium, and high, attain small values.
Note that the particular choice of the values of σs and c̄s ensure
that, for any pattern xj along the ith gene axis Gi, at least one of
the membership values should be greater than 0.5. On the other
hand, as η is increased, the radius σmedium increases around
c̄medium such that the amount of overlapping between the π
functions increases.

1) Class Separability Analysis: Figs. 1–5 depict the perfor-
mance of the proposed method for five microarray data sets in
terms of the within-class scatter matrix, between-class scatter
matrix, and class separability index. Results are presented for
30 top-ranked genes selected by the proposed method for three
information measures and five microarray data sets. Each data
set is preprocessed by standardizing each sample to zero mean
and unit variance. From the results reported in Figs. 1–5, it
can be seen that, as the value of multiplicative parameter η
increases, the values of the within-class scatter matrix and class
separability index decrease, while the between-class scatter
matrix increases, irrespective of the data sets and information
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Fig. 2. Variation of the class separability index with respect to multiplicative parameter η for the leukemia data set. (a) Within-class scatter matrix. (b) Between-
class scatter matrix. (c) Class separability index.

Fig. 3. Variation of the class separability index with respect to multiplicative parameter η for the colon cancer data set. (a) Within-class scatter matrix.
(b) Between-class scatter matrix. (c) Class separability index.

Fig. 4. Variation of the class separability index with respect to multiplicative parameter η for the RAOA data set. (a) Within-class scatter matrix. (b) Between-
class scatter matrix. (c) Class separability index.

measures used. The best performance of the proposed method
is achieved for 1.0 ≤ η ≤ 1.8. For η > 1.8, the performance of
the proposed method decreases with the increase in η.

Table I presents the best performance achieved by the pro-
posed method for different data sets and information measures
used in terms of the within-class scatter matrix (Sw), between-
class scatter matrix (Sb), and class separability index (S), along
with the corresponding η value. The proposed method achieves

best performance with η = 1.0 for leukemia data using V -
information, colon cancer data using χ2-information, RAOA
data using mutual information and χ2-information, and RAHC
data using mutual information, respectively. Similarly, the best
performance is achieved with η = 1.2 for breast cancer data us-
ing mutual information and χ2-information, colon cancer data
using mutual information, RAOA data using V -information,
and RAHC data using χ2-information, respectively. At η = 1.5,
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Fig. 5. Variation of the class separability index with respect to multiplicative parameter η for the RAHC data set. (a) Within-class scatter matrix. (b) Between-
class scatter matrix. (c) Class separability index.

TABLE I
CLASS SEPARABILITY ANALYSIS

mutual information and χ2-information provide the best result
for leukemia data, while V -information gives the best per-
formance for RAHC data. On the other hand, V -information
provides the best performance for both breast and colon cancer
data with η = 1.8. However, for η > 1.8, the performance of
the proposed method decreases with the increase in η for the
three measures and five data sets used.

2) Classification Accuracy Analysis: Tables II–XVI repre-
sent the performance of the proposed method in terms of
the classification accuracy of the SVM for different values
of η. Results are presented for five microarray data sets con-
sidering three widely used information measures, i.e., mutual
information, V -information, and χ2-information. To compute
the prediction accuracy of the SVM, the leave-one-out cross
validation is performed on each gene expression data set. The
values of η investigated are 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8,
and 2.0. The number of genes selected ranges from 1 to 30;
however, results are reported only for 20 top-ranked genes, and
each data set is preprocessed by standardizing each sample to
zero mean and unit variance.

Tables II–IV depict the results for the breast cancer data
set with respect to three information measures. The 100%
classification accuracy of the SVM is obtained for mutual in-
formation and χ2-information considering eight and seven top-
ranked genes, respectively, with both η = 0.5 and 0.8, while

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL INFORMATION ON BREAST CANCER DATA

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF V -INFORMATION ON BREAST CANCER DATA

in case of V -information, five top-ranked genes are required to
achieve this accuracy with η = 0.5. Similarly, a maximum of
98.6% accuracy in the case of leukemia data is obtained for
both mutual information and χ2-information using nine genes
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF χ2-INFORMATION ON BREAST CANCER DATA

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL INFORMATION ON LEUKEMIA DATA

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF V -INFORMATION ON LEUKEMIA DATA

with η = 1.0 and 13 genes with η = 0.2 and 0.5, respectively.
On the other hand, V -information provides 100% accuracy
using only three genes with η = 0.5. The results corresponding
to leukemia data are reported in Tables V–VII. The results
reported in Tables VIII–X are based on the predictive accuracy
of the SVM on colon cancer data. While both V - and χ2-
information attain a maximum of 91.9% accuracy with ten
genes using η = 0.5 and 20 genes using η = 1.0, respectively,
mutual information provides a maximum of 90.3% accuracy
using seven genes for η = 1.0 to 1.8.

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF χ2-INFORMATION ON LEUKEMIA DATA

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL INFORMATION ON COLON CANCER DATA

TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE OF V -INFORMATION ON COLON CANCER DATA

Tables XI–XVI present the results of two RA data sets,
namely, RAOA and RAHC. For the RAOA data set, mutual
information, V -information, and χ2-information attain 100%
accuracy using three genes with η = 0.2, 0.5, and 1.2, two
genes with η = 1.5, and three genes with η = 0.2 and 2.0,
respectively. Similarly, 100% accuracy is obtained for the
RAHC data set in the case of these three measures using seven
genes with η = 0.5, six genes with η = 0.2, and 16 genes with
η = 1.2, respectively. All the results reported in Tables II–XVI
establish the fact that the proposed method consistently
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TABLE X
PERFORMANCE OF χ2-INFORMATION ON COLON CANCER DATA

TABLE XI
PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL INFORMATION ON RAOA DATA

TABLE XII
PERFORMANCE OF V -INFORMATION ON RAOA DATA

achieves better performance for 0.5 ≤ η ≤ 1.5 with respect to
the classification accuracy of the SVM, irrespective of the data
sets and information measures used.

TABLE XIII
PERFORMANCE OF χ2-INFORMATION ON RAOA DATA

TABLE XIV
PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL INFORMATION ON RAHC DATA

TABLE XV
PERFORMANCE OF V -INFORMATION ON RAHC DATA

From both the class separability and the classification accu-
racy analysis reported in Figs. 1–5 and Tables I–XVI, it can
be seen that very large or very small amounts of overlapping
among the three fuzzy sets of the input gene are found to be
undesirable.

Fig. 6 represents an example scatter plot of the samples of
two classes for the RAOA data set considering two top-ranked
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TABLE XVI
PERFORMANCE OF χ2-INFORMATION ON RAHC DATA

Fig. 6. Scatter plot of the samples of two classes for the RAOA data.

genes selected by the V -information measure using the pro-
posed method at η = 1.5. From the figure, it can be seen that
the samples of two classes are linearly separable.

D. Comparative Performance Analysis

Finally, Tables XVII and XVIII provide the comparative
results of the different methods with respect to the classification
accuracy of the SVM and the class separability index. Results
are reported for five microarray data sets and three widely used
information measures. From the results reported in Tables XVII
and XVIII, it can be seen that the proposed method provides
better or comparable classification accuracy than that of two
existing methods, with a lower number of selected genes in
most of the cases. However, in the case of breast cancer data us-
ing mutual information and leukemia, colon cancer, and RAHC
data sets using χ2-information, the proposed method attains the
same accuracy as that of the discrete method, with a slightly
higher number of genes. However, the class separability index
of the 30 top-ranked genes selected by the proposed method
is lower than that of the existing two methods, irrespective of
the data sets and information measures used. The better perfor-
mance of the proposed method is achieved due to the fact that
the FEPM provides a more efficient way to approximate the true
marginal and joint distributions of continuous gene expression
values than the discrete and Parzen-window-based methods.

TABLE XVII
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ON CANCER DATA

TABLE XVIII
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ON ARTHRITIS DATA

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

The main contribution of this paper is threefold:

1) the development of a new concept of the FEPM to effi-
ciently approximate the true marginal and joint distribu-
tions of continuous features;

2) the application of the proposed method in identifying
discriminative and nonredundant genes from high-
dimensional microarray gene expression data using dif-
ferent measures from information theory;

3) the comparison of the performance of the proposed
method with that of two existing methods using the
predictive accuracy of the SVM and the class separability
index.

For three cancer and two arthritis microarray data sets, signif-
icantly better results have been found for the proposed method
compared to existing methods, irrespective of the information
measures used. All the results reported in this paper have
demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
method. It is capable of identifying discriminative genes that
may contribute to revealing the underlying class structures,
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providing a useful tool for the exploratory analysis of biological
data. The results obtained on gene microarray data sets have
established that the proposed method can bring a remarkable
improvement on the approximation of the true marginal and
joint distributions of continuous feature values. The proposed
method has only been used for the selection of genes from mi-
croarray data sets. In the future, this method will be extended to
other density approximation tasks, and furthermore, its merits
and limitations will be evaluated.
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